
…because what matters is the 
journey and not the destination

78mm Adventures

              To the forbidden land             
Motorcycle - Jeep rally to Kinnaur, Spiti and Lahul
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Road Trip 

28th May – 6th June ‘09



www.78mmadventures.com

Discover a different India through the eyes of an unprecedented Community
Discuss Global Sensibilities and network for serious fun

Explore Lifestyles, understand Alternatives
Express ADVENTURE in all dimensions of life 

An online community Championing Alternate Lifestyles

Every declaration of Independence is an 
Act of Adventure
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Previous Night: Delhi to Kullu/ Manali (Volvo Coach)
Day 1: Arrive Kullu/ Manali - Transfer to Naggar (6070 ft)   

- Get used to bikes – Night stay at a Mountain   
Lodge

Day 2: Ride to Shoja, near Jalori Pass(10500 ft) – A short 
trek - Night at Camp

Day 3: Over Jalori Pass via Luhri to Sarahan (5500 ft) -
Night stay near Bhimakali Temple

Day 4: Ride via district headquarters of Recong Peo to the 
village of Kalpa (10700 ft) – Night stay at Forest 
Guest House

Day 5: Crossing the beautiful Sangla valley - We ride 
up-till the village Chitkul (11000 ft) - On the 
banks of Baspa River - Night camping at Chitkul

Day 6: Challenging ride through Sumdo to Tabo (10000 ft) -
Night stay at Tabo

Day 7: Ride to Kaza, Kibber (14200 ft) - One of the   
highest villages of the world - Night stay here. 

Day 8: Cross the highest pass of the journey - Kunzum
Pass (15000 ft) - Night camping near Chandratal
lake.

Day 9: Last day ride via Gramphoo, Rohtang Pass(13050 ft) 
- Manali to Naggar - Night stay at a Mountain  
Lodge.

Day 10:Check-out by noon - Transport available to  
Chandigarh or Bhuntar Airport

Mission Brief
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Rally MAP



Comparing the experience of such a road trip with a regular vacation 
is not just inadequate, it is grossly unjust. – 78mmW
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On a cold afternoon high up in the hills in the north of the Indian subcontinent, a short gaze towards the horizon by 
the light snowy touch  of the  day's  fading brush  strokes will reveal one of Nature's most magnificent monuments –
The Towering HIMALAYAS. Operating on the principle that the area is best experienced as an explorer, Himalayas 
leave the beaten tourist paths to poke around, dream and discover! 

In this discovery we will ensure you have an able and 
experienced leader guiding you (and by no means 
confining you) to an experience of however clichéd it 
may be… but a lifetime! Our team will always be close at 
hand to provide aid, mechanical or medical if and when 
needed… but that does in no way guarantee a cocoon to 
hang on to…You are out in the wild and the wild has its 
travails! (but what the heck… that’s half the fun ain’t it?)

Nature is in charge… and it is only wise to expect the 
unexpected… We as mere riders cannot remove all the 
challenges of mountain biking/ Jeep Safari in the 
world’s most beautiful, most revered and the most 
difficult mountain ranges… and if we do then where do 
you get your adrenaline rush from?! Thus.. we work with 
you to ensure your safety (and ahem! ours.. ;) )

Hence, to make the discovery worth its while and ensure

a ‘safe’ adventure our tour leaders will scout conditions  
ahead  before the  start of  our  day.  The forces of 
nature as we know them are unpredictable and even 
more so where they have free reign! Paths may be 
blocked… locales may become inaccessible.. and we 
may need to wait or change track… This is what we call 
“the hour of judgment” every morning and hence even 
though we have a plan it is not a modus operandi.. it 
cannot be carved in stone.

Riding through these coveted mountains is no mean feat 
and the best of us need our strength, need our energy 
and need to be fit! We recommend that before you sign 
up you have strong riding/driving experience and have 
also checked in with your doctor to avoid unnecessary 
surprises. Temperatures are extreme even in the same 
given day and precautions will need to be taken.   

As the song goes 
Learn as if you’re going to live forever

Live as if you’re going to die tomorrow…
We beckon you to mind’s revolution on itself. We beckon you to this journey of your belief with 78mm.It is a thought 
process... heartfelt  anger... an  infectious  attitude... a stubborn  original faith… its will …its hope … its invincibility. 
Some form or  name of  which already  thrives in the deepest darkest corners of every human spirit. YOUR SPIRIT! 



Itinerary through a wanderer's eyes

View from Naggar Castle
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Bhimakali Temple

Day 1 (28th May)
Naggar, a small town situated on the banks of the Beas, 
6000 ft above sea level… I already believe I can fly! The 
place talks to you… strangers are strange.. people 
connect in minutes… ! While looking for my room, I 
met this skinny looking guy called Vikram from 
Bangalore, didn’t know IT guys also like bikes apart 
from computers. Later in the afternoon I was 
introduced to a silver colored Bullet 500 cc, parked in 
the left corner of the series of bikes and jeeps. The bike 
beckoned to my inner self… we connected… solo and 
sturdy. Such bikes will beckon out to you too and you 
will have the undisturbed pleasure of a good 1 hour test 
ride. As folks continue to pour in for the rally on day 
one, it was ensured that they have a good night’s rest at 
the base camp!

Day 2 (29th May)
Morning found us enthused and raring to go! Yeah even 
ol slow poke me! Each finds his own mate as karmas 
meet.. we jump on as riders or pillions with exploration 
calling out! We left early, taking the 'highway' out of 
Kullu at a leisurely pace as the group got used to the 
bikes. As we took left from AUT, I had no idea what 
was about to come. “The adventure has begun”
resounded the chorus. A half-day's ride takes us along 
deep, river-cut valleys, heading upwards through the 
forest towards Jalori Pass. Just few kms before the pass 
we found our night's accommodation at Shoja, some 
2000ft lower than the 10,500-foot pass. 

Day 3 (30th May)
Yawn! Stretch! And it’s time for a trek! Where where?! To one of the best lakes I have ever seen.. but definitely not on 
an empty stomach. Onward marches the soldier… starting ahead from the highest point of the region, Jalori Pass 
(10500 ft) towards the village Luhri and winding through isolated villages (some populated with as less as 50 souls). 
Occasional individual stops to change seats or to answer nature’s call in nature herself or some photographs! Ably led 
by a van with cooking and camping equipments it was easy to follow and easier to observe. Riding beside raging rivers, 
our route carried us to the picturesque village of Sarahan (5500 ft), a switch in altitude. This village is famous for its
ancient Bhimakali Temple (what a piece of marvel!!) and as a starting-point for treks to the mountain of Shrikhand
Mahadev. How does spending the night in the omkar of the temple sound to you? 

Bridge near Naggar Way to Jalori Pass

- Helen Keller

Life is either a daring adventure or nothing. 
Security is mostly a superstition. It does not exist in nature



Road side tea stall Kinnauri Dance
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What we had in common ?
our restlessness, our impassioned spirits, and a love for the open road 

Day 4 (31st May)
Early to rise and Early to ride! Ride high in the Himalayas!! Above the district headquarters of Recong Peo, sits the 
village of Kalpa (10700 ft). Populated by the Kinnauri People with the queer green caps, our tour leader mentioned that 
this village is not only hard to get to, but beautiful and heavenly to visit between the months of May and October, after 
which the snow settle in and most passes are closed. The serenity of the Tibetan mountains is all encompassing as we 
settle in for the night at an old, beautifully architectured Forest Rest house (Bungalow). The place was so amazing that 
when the group was enjoying around the camp fire, I just took a walk to sit alone for some time and capture as much 
beauty as I can. I know, I was getting greedy… but couldn’t help it, nature has always offered me the best.

Day 5 (1st June)
If a landscape had the powers of casting spells, then the Sangla valley would be a magician extraordinaire. Once seen, it 
is a place that can never be forgotten. Even the rushing waters of the Baspa river, that flow through its 95 km length, 
seem to absorb some of the magic and slow down to savor its snow-frame beauty. We ride up, till the village Chitkul
(11000 ft), on the banks of Baspa River This is the first village of the Baspa valley and the last village on the old 
Hindustan-Tibet trade route. We will be camping in this haven for the night. A camp fire, a couple of guitars and 
dreams to surround!

- The Motorcycle Dairies
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Day 6 (2nd June)
It’s a landmark day! Today we ride through some of the 
most challenging and demanding roads of the planet. 
Keeping the fun aside we need to remember while riding 
/ driving that caution is our call. We have got to be 
careful... terrain like this doesn't give you too many 
chances to make mistakes and survive them. We 
carefully passed through Sumdo to reach the small town 
in the Lahul and Spiti district on the banks of the Spiti
River, known as Tabo (10000 ft). The town surrounds a 
Buddhist monastery which, according to legend, is said 
to be over a thousand years old. They said His Holiness 
the Dalai Lama has expressed his desire to retire to 
Tabo. Night stay at Tabo where I got a chance to reflect 
on what has been one of the most challenging and 
rewarding days of my life. Day 7 (3rd June)

A jargon was famous among all of us… “Bharosa mat 
karna” … initially I thought they are talking about the 
strange people around .. but then finally I got the real 
meaning. Even after riding for around seven days… we 
cant afford to trust the roads, the Himalayas can be so 
weirdly different, redefining beauty every day. Beauty 
has face of beast too; a smallest of over confidence or 
carelessness can cause big deals … issliye “Bharosa mat 
karna”. Today we rode to Kaza, the sub-divisional 
headquarters of Spiti, situated on the left bank of the 
Spiti river. Spiti has come to be known as the “fossil 
park of the world”. The three villages Kibber, Kaza & 
Kye fall on the route favorite among those looking for 
fossils. These villages are situated at heights between 
13,500 ft. and 14,400 ft. We explored Ki Monastery and

Tabo

Kibber Village

The depth of darkness to which you can descend and still live…
is an exact measure of the height to which you can aspire to reach.

- anonymous

Kibber, the highest village in the world which is connected by a motorable road and also the highest village in the world 
which has its own polling station during elections and visiting Chichim. Were we close to our moments of moksha?



Day 8 (4th June)
And it is not the least of our challenges yet even tough we have spent a week in the lap of these mesmerizing mountains! 
Today we ride the highest pass of our journey and also one of the highest motorable passes Kunzum Pass(15000 ft). 
Nomadic people here believe that Goddess Kunjum keeps guard over the pass and wards off the evil. As has often been 
said, the best is always kept for the last… after exploring so much in the last few days that I believed evasively in having 
seen the best of it. And then we reached Chandertal (Moon) Lake, this high altitude lake is mesmerizing in itself. The 
sight is so magnificent that you can watch it for hours without blinking your eyelids. Needless to say it is surrounded by 
the mighty Himalayan peaks. A vast meadow of flowers is positioned on the banks of the lake. The blue waters make 
you feel like in heaven. And the beauty is that the lake keeps on changing the color as the sun changes its position. A 
must visit for any one on this planet.....!!! Icing on the cake.. or should I say moonlight on the lake.. we are camping here 
for the night.

Temple at Kunzum la pass
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Day 9 (5th June)
The day of reckoning.. Today is the last day of this (running short of adjectives) ride. We take the route with only a few scattered 
villages along the way via Gramphoo, until the famous Rohtang Pass is met. Here we ascend again to nearly (13050 ft) and as we 
plunge down the other side, everything changes… suddenly we are out of the altitudinous desert and into a greener, lush world of 
pine forests and waterfalls. At the foot of Rohtang is Manali, gateway to the inspiring Himalaya and a thriving trading and tourist 
town… Tourist Town… I kinda hate that word “Tourist”. We’d rather call ourselves NoMads … The NoMads reach Naggar well in 
time. It’s the same place we started our journey but every thing feels so different, its just ten days …ten days … but for me its like a 
complete phase of life I don’t know whether I will meet my fellow NoMads again (fellow companions if I may)! We have a grand 
farewell night at Naggar. This dream exploration I know will continue to stay with me for a long time to come!

Chandratal
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Day 10 (6th June)
Back to pavilion… Transport is available to Chandigarh, from where I’ll catch my train to Delhi and further to same 
life. This time around.. my life might continue to be the same but I sure am a different person..

Back home you reach with a hangover which you never want to get rid of. I tried explaining my experience a couple of 
times... but never came up with the right words to do it justice.. You will realize that my adventure log is also a futile 
exercise and no where close to the actual experience. This trip will mesmerize you and speak to you all at the same time.. 
it will enchant you and hold you as it’s prisoner for days to come! 

Those who desire to give up freedom 
in order to gain security will not have, nor do they deserve, either.

- Benjamin Frankiln

The Ride throughout the event will be about 5-6 hours daily. This leaves us with a good amount of time to 
curl up in the lap of nature and for exploratory excursions.
We will sprinkle the trip with activities like rappelling, rock climbing, trekking, folk dance etc. for the overall 
experience.  As mentioned, we will be escorted by a very able and willing crew in jeeps who will prepare the 
sites for us in anticipation of us. There will also be a van traveling as the last man following behind us with a 
Doctor, a Mechanic, extra supplies, fuel et al. (Yeah.. we are folks with a plan!) All meals are included. 
Everything that will be needed for the journey, including permits for the areas we visit, breakfast, lunch and 
dinner (non-veg and veg), homemade juices (kiwi, plum, apples) and basics will be in tow in our trusty li’l
van!
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How to go about this???
We have two categories for participation –
HAWKS – Bring your own vehicle (Bikes, SUVs, MUVs), leave the rest of the arrangement to us.
RAVENS – Hire vehicles from us (Bullet 500cc, jeeps, innova etc.) inclusive of all the arrangement.

HAWKS Cost: Rs.25,000 per person (all inclusive except vehicle and fuel) 
2 Wheels Option: Bring your beloved motorbike that you think you want to put through the course, with a partner or 

as a solo rider. You can start from Delhi / Chandigarh on the 27th of May 2009 and join us at Kullu / Manali, 
(Naggar) OR transfer your bike to Kullu/ Manali by road freight keeping optimum time to travel and receive 
your wings for the road trip. 

4 Wheels Option: Drive down in your trusted SUV / MUV and join us on 28th May 2009 at Kullu / Manali (Naggar) 
for the trip. You can register up to 5 participants per vehicle and treat or pool in with your close friends with this 
option. 

RAVENS Cost: Rs.30,000 per person (All inclusive) 
2 Wheels Option: Ride one of our motorbikes. If you don't have a Himalaya ready two wheeler or it's too much 

hassle to get your bike all the way to Naggar, but have the spirit to participate, we have a limited number of 
bullets 500c.. Register Early. You may register as a single participants in this category or can be teamed-up with a 
suitable partner. (Fuel Not included)

4 Wheels Option: Relax and enjoy Nature If you think driving on the Himalayan roads or riding a bike is not for 
you, and also know that you just cant let this chance go by…you can still participate with your best circle of 
buddies. We have 3 MUVs (qualis/innova) with drivers. If you are a group of 5 or less, we will accommodate you 
cozily as long as seats are available. (fuel included)

The above categories differ only in terms of mode of transportation and all other facilities continue to be the same for 
all the participants. The cost is inclusive of the following:

I. Food and Beverage: (All meals during the trip)
1. We carry with us our own cooking tents, equipment, cooks, helpers etc. (you can always join in to add your special

flavor, if you want)
2. Food will be simple, fresh and hygienic.
3. We will have separate arrangements for both Veg. and Non-Veg food. (If you prefer trout fish to dum aaloo! ), Food 

has been one of our strong competencies
4. Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and Snacks will (positively) be served at planned times and venues.
II. Beverages 
1. Mineral water, fresh juices
2. We will not provide any alcoholic beverages and local sourcing might not be practical during the event. We are

hopeful that participants (especially drivers) will be high only on the fresh air of the natural beauty around, through
the day rides.

III. Accommodation (All accommodation during the trip)
Camp accommodation and decent hotels / forest houses on alternative days on a twin sharing basis. we have 
comfortable four people tents that will shared by two participants, warm sleeping bags, mattresses and air pillows.  
IV. All the activities Involved during the trip 
1. Overnight camping at lakesides and in jungles
2. Tent kitchens
3. Rappelling, rock climbing
4. Trekking, terrain exploration
5. Rural and heritage ambiences
6. Leisure campfire evenings with open discussions, folk dance etc.
V. Safety, Security and Precautions
1. Backup/ Support vehicles with necessary vehicle gears, extra supplies, trained mechanic, helpers etc.
2. Experienced Doctor (MBBS) with a complete first-aid kit. Please bring you own special medications, if any.
3. Permits and permissions required for the restricted areas.
4. Local liaisons  for smooth operation
5. Guides, helpers and cooks

W
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Special Arrangements (you need to inform us in advance)
1. If you want us to book your transfer from Delhi to Kullu/Manali by Volvo Coach. Cost – Rs.1000 per particiapnt
2. While return from Naggar, if you want transport (qualis/ innova) till Chandigarh – Rs. 5000 per vehicle. Cost will

be divided among the number of people per vehicle. 

Every participant, no matter what category (or mode of transport) needs to arrive at Naggar (near Kullu) on 
28th May. The earlier you arrive, the better. You will get more time to get used to the bikes and terrain 

Package does not include:
Train Fares
Any costs arising out of unforeseen circumstances such as bad weather, landslides, road conditions and any other
circumstances beyond our control.
Government Service tax of 3.09% to be paid on total sales amount
Anything not mentioned in the above list
Any individual transportation request. 

For Reservation:
Registration for the trip starts on 15th April 2009 and will be closed on 7th May 2009 or as soon as the requisite number
is reached, which is limited. 
1. Your participation will be confirmed only after receiving the full amount of selected category (Rs.25000 or Rs.30000) 
2. Payment details are mentioned in the registration form.
3. Completely filled Registration form before 7th May 2009.
4. As the number of participants are limited, only consider monetary commitments will be considers as final.

Terms and Conditions
1. Ownership of a valid License and confidence in “hill road sense”
2. Personal ID and Vehicle Registration Documents must remain with you
3. Both rider and pillion must wear helmets during the rides.
4. You can’t ride independently of the tour group. 
5. Any person under the influence of any kind of intoxicant will not be allowed to ride the bike or even sit as a pillion.
You will only be wasting the group’s time.

We strongly advise that you have a travel / adventure insurance before starting on this trip.
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Contact Details
78mm Adventures

Vivek Pratap Singh Rathore Jeet Sachdeva
+91 9971009478                                                +91 9971121278
rathore@78mmadventures.com                         jeet@78mmadventures.com

www.78mmadventures.com

To experience a 78mm Adventure is to be transformed. When you travel with us, you don’t simply arrive at a destination 
and look at things; you learn from people with intimate, sometimes life long knowledge of the area, and leave with a new  
understanding of how life is lived in another part of the country. Inspiring experiences such as these are the greatest reward 
of travel, one we want to share with everyone who journeys with us.

The core of human spirit comes from new experiences.
– Into the Wild
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